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Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis is defined as any bacteriologically confirmed or
clinically diagnosed case of Tuberculosis involving organs other than the lungs. It
is usually, both diagnostic and therapeutic challenge with available data. The aim
of this study is to assess the incidence of bacteriologically confirmed cases of
extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis and to determine the most affected organs and to
assess the most common presentation of extra pulmonary tuberculosis in body
fluids. Pulmonary tuberculosis is the most important public health challenge in the
developing countries. Extra pulmonary tuberculosis is still more challenging. The
worst human health scenarioin3rd world’s nation is Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis
with co-infection with human immuno deficiency virus (HIV) and malnutrition is
a further aggravating factor. Objective of the study is to explore the magnitude of
extra pulmonary Tuberculosis and to assess the challenge faced in encountering
the patient with malnutrition, HIV infection etc. This study is a Prospective study
in Thanjavur medical college, central diagnostic laboratory in Department of
Microbiology combined with Department of Medicine and Department of
Thoracic medicine in Thanjavur medical college during the Period of January
2020 to December 2020. Even though high incidence of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis is encounter in poor socio-economic status, rural back ground and
people living with HIV and AIDS, upper and middle classes are not exempted
from the diagnostic and therapeutic challenges. Despite excellent treatment of
Tuberculosis, outcomes in this setting, the proportion of cases with susceptibility
data is worrying in this era of increasing drug resistance, and illustrates the
diagnostic difficulties faced even in a well-resourced setting. The percentage of
Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis cases in body fluids in this study is 10 %.

Tuberculosis appear, and three million people
die from the disease Majority of the cases and
deaths are from poor nations. India is one of
the worst affected countries. More than forty
percent of the population is infected and
around 15 million suffer from tuberculosis.

Introduction
The incidence of the tuberculosis is estimated
that two billion of the world’s population is
infected with the tubercle bacilli. Every year
between eight and nine million of
7
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Over three million cases are highly infectious,
Open cases, Half a million people die from the
tuberculosis every year in India, one person
per minute.

Globally, tuberculosis (TB) is among the top
five killers of women aged 20-59 years. While
the proportion of pulmonary TB (PTB)
notifications is higher among males
worldwide, TB in females remains a major
threat to control due to the impact felt by
households, particularly children. It has been
argued that the higher case notifications
among males are common. Tuberculosis
remains a major global health problem with
most of world’s population and being infected
with tuberculosis co-infection with HIV,
Diabetes mellitus and recently evolved drug
resistant tuberculosis and it is a big threat for
mankind.

During the Late 1980 and 1990s, the number
of reported cases of tuberculosis increases in
industrialized countries. This increase were
related largely to immigration from countries
with high incidence of Tuberculosis; The
spread of the HIV epidemic, social problems
such
as
increased
urban
poverty,
Homelessness, and Drug abuse, and
Dismantling of Tuberculosis services
More than 5.7 million new cases of
Tuberculosis(all forms both pulmonary and
extra pulmonary were reported to the World
Health Organization in 2013, 95% of the cases
were reported from developing countries.
However because of insufficient case
detection and incomplete notification, reported
cases may represent only about two thirds of
the total estimated cases.

Poverty and tuberculosis go hand in hand,
tuberculosis has declined rapidly in the
affluent nations due to improvement in the
standard of living but continues unabated in
the poorer countries. Currently with AIDS
Pandemic, tuberculosis become a problem for
developed nations as well, with outbreaks
among the HIV- Infected individuals. A close
relationship has emerged between tuberculosis
and HIV. Not only does HIV infection
reactivate latent tuberculosis but it also makes
the disease more serious and renders treatment
ineffective. Tuberculosis may, in turn, hasten
the development of HIV infection into active
disease.

During the past few years, numbers of
reported cases have begun to decline again, all
have stabilized in most industrialized nations.
In the United States, with the re-establishment
of stronger control programs, the decline
resumed in 1993 and has since been
maintained, In 2013, 9582 cases of
Tuberculosis have been reported to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC).

TB can involve any organ in the human body.
Where PTB is the most common presentation,
Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis is also an
important clinical problem. The term EPTB is
used to describe the TB at any body sites other
than the lungs. Diagnosis of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis is done by Ziehl-Neelsen stain in
this study. Lack of diagnostic tests for
procurement of tissue or fluid from an
accessible sites and a poor yield of
conventional diagnostic methods leads to a
considerable delay in the time or diagnosis
may be missed. Due to the availability of
sophisticated
investigations
like
CT,

Tuberculosis (TB) is a leading cause of
morbidity
and
mortality
worldwide,
accounting for about 9.6 million new cases
and 1.5 million deaths annually.
Tuberculosis is a double edged sword which
causes socioeconomic burden apart from
disease burden. It affects the economically and
intellectually productive age groups mainly
the males of the society.
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endoscopy, MRI, have tremendously helped in
localization of anatomical site. For obtaining
tissue
diagnosis
histo-pathological
examination is done.

The aim and objective of this study is to assess
the incidence of bacteriologically confirmed
EPTB during the study period January 2020 to
December 2020 and also to classify Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis patients in relation to
different body fluids of involvement and to
correlate them in
relation to the
epidemiological factors like age, sex and also
to study the correlation with HIV and diabetes
mellitus the most important risk factor
influencing Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

Extra pulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB)
Accounted For 15% of the new and relapse
TB cases in 2014.
The percentage of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis among all TB cases in developed
countries ranges from 12 to 28.5%. In
developing countries like India, The
percentage of EPTB cases is between 15-20%
which has increased to more than 50% among
HIV co infected patients suggesting immune
status of the host being a major risk factor of
Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

Materials and Methods
The study is Prospective, record based study
done to analyze patients of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis. Study was conducted in the
department of microbiology combined with
department medicine and department of
thoracic medicine patients in ward, During the
period of January 2020 to December 2020.

Pulmonary TB represents about 70% of all
cases of TB and is the most infectious form of
TB and remains the major target for TB
control.

Inclusion criteria

Extra-pulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB) defined
as any bacteriologically confirmed or
clinically diagnosed case of TB involving
organs other than the lungs. The description of
a form of Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosisis a
location affecting the pleura, lymph nodes,
abdomen, genitourinary tract, skin, joints and
bones, meninges and it’s function.

Extra pulmonary tuberculosis cases in body
fluids.
Exclusion criteria
Pulmonary tuberculosis cases.
Materials and Methods

Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis represents 15
to 30% of all forms of tuberculosis and is
frequently a diagnostic and therapeutic
challenge. It is a common opportunistic
infection in people living with HIV/AIDS and
other immunocompromised states.

The study was included all in patients in
department medicine and department of
thoracic medicine, Who were suspected to be
suffering from Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis
during the study period. The diagnosis of
Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis was established
with lab diagnosis.

The immunocompromised status of these
persons results in dissemination of the bacteria
form the lungs to other organs. There is a
paucity of data on bacteriological diagnosis
and therapeutic evaluation on Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

Clinical Spectrum
The site of lesion of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.
9
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samples are positive. In 51-60 years 4 samples
are positive. In 61-70 years 2 samples are
positive.

Demographic Data
The age and sex distribution of Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

Sex wise distribution of extra pulmonary
tuberculosis

Incidence
It is defined as number of NEW CASES
occurring in a defined population during a
specified period of time. In this study the
number of New cases of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis reported in this center during the
period January 2020 to December 2020.

Total Number of tested samples are 276.
Among 276 positive number of samples in
Ziehl–Neelsen stain are 27. Among 27
positive samples 15 are Males. In 27 positive
samples 12 are Females.
Anatomical distribution of extra pulmonary
tuberculosis

Sampling
All patients diagnosed to have Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis during the year
January 2020 to December 2020 satisfying the
inclusion criteria was included into the study.

Total Number of tested samples are 276.
Among 276 positive number of samples in
Ziehl–Neelsen stain are 27. Among 27
positive samples 10 are Ascitic Fluid. Among
27 positive samples 8 are Pleural Fluid.
Among 27 positive samples 8 are
Cerebrospinal Fluid.

Sample Size
All samples (body fluids) are sent to
microbiology laboratory for diagnosis of Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis during the period
January 2020 to December 2020. Total no
samples are 276.

Distribution of rare site of involvement of
extra pulmonary tuberculosis
Total Number of tested samples are 276.
Among 276 positive number of samples in
Ziehl – Neelsen stain are 27. Among 27
Positive samples Pericardial Fluid is 1. It is a
very rare involvement of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.

Data analysis
All data were entered into Microsoft excel and
was analyzed using Microsoft Excel sheet and
Microsoft Word. They were represented as
charts, table and graphs to reach to
interpretations.

Fluorescent microscopy
In 27 Ziehl–Neelsen stain positive sample 2
samples are positive for Fluorescent stain
(Auramine – Rhodamine stain) also.

Results and Discussion
Total Number of tested samples are 276.
Among 276 positive number of samples in
Ziehl–Neelsen stain are 27. In age wise
distribution 0-10 years 3 samples are positive.
In 11-20 years 2 samples are positive. In 2130 years 4 samples are positive. In 31-40 years
3 samples are positive. In 41-50 years 9

CBNAAT
In 27 Ziehl–Neelsen stain positive sample 1
sample is positive for CBNAAT in
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID.
Histopathology
10
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influence their response to treatment?
In 27 Ziehl–Neelsen stain positive sample for
3 patients histopathological findings also
positive for Tuberculosis.

Substantial experimental evidence suggests
that malnutrition can lead to secondary
immuno deficiency that increases the host
susceptibility to infection. Increased risk of
tuberculosis can result from alteration in the
individual protective function of lymphocytes
and macrophages because of nutritional insult.
Thus nutritional supplementation may
represent a novel approach for recovery in
tuberculosis patients. Improving nutritional
status of population may prove to be an
effective measure to control tuberculosis in
developing nation.

Adenosine deaminase assay
In 27 Ziehl–Neelsen stain positive sample for
2 patients Adenosine deaminase is elevated.
Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis Is a major
public health issue which has a greater
diagnostic challenge.
10% - 15 % of the total Tuberculosis cases are
extra
Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.
Extra
Pulmonary
Tuberculosis
has
been
exhaustively studied in literature with a varied
range of clinical reports/case series of
microbiologically confirmed cases of Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

Overcrowding slum, migration of labour,
homelessness, drug abused, alcoholic and
smoker are equally linked to HIV and TB. TB
& HIV act in deadly synergy. HIV infection
increase the risk exposure to TB, progression
of latent to active and death if HIV are not
treated timely manner.

Socio-economic factor like malnutrition,
poverty and tuberculosis are both problems of
considerable magnitude in India. It is
important to consider, how these problems
tend to interact with each other.

Contrary to the previous belief “TB being a
poor man disease”, more and more Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis are notified in high
socio economic status people. It affects people
across all socioeconomic status, no group is
exempted. Logically HIV is common amongst
high socio economic people and TB is
common infection in People PLWHA. Thus
TB can affect middle and upper class as well.

The
link
between
tuberculosis
and
malnutrition has long been recognized;
malnutrition may predisposed people to the
development of clinical disease and
tuberculosis can contribute to malnutrition.
The direct evidence of effect of nutrition on
tuberculosis is difficult because of whole
complex of coincidence and environmental
factors, the less the weight of patient evidence still favors the view that malnutrition
may be an important factor in the high
mortality and morbidity from tuberculosis,
three important questions are. Does
malnutrition predispose to tuberculosis
infection in poor socio economic status
people? Does malnutrition influence or
modify the course and establishment of the
tuberculosis infection? Do nutritional factors

If the immune system is not impaired, a
person infected in tubercular bacillus has 10%
risk during their life time of developing
activities. The co-infection with HIV& TB
possesses numerous risks, 10% risk per year
of contracting Tuberculosis. HIV epidemic has
been main reason for resurgence of the Extra
Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.
Expose
to
Tuberculosis is in evitable in the developing
nation. But natural immunity keeps the person
resistant to tuberculosis.
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Table.1 Tests done in this center
Diagnostic
Method

Sensitivity/
specificity

ZiehlNeelsen
stain
Fluorescent
microscopy

Very
low/high
low/high

CBNAAT

High/high

Histopathology

High/low

Adenosine
deaminase assay

High/low

Advantages
Direct Methods
Simple, cheap, rapid,
grading of disease
Slightly better
sensitivity than ZiehlNeelsen stain
Rapid, automated,
drug susceptibility

Indirect Methods
Differential diagnosis

Simple, less
expensive, rapid

Limitations

No species, viable bacteria &
drug susceptibility detection
Expensive & complex, no
species, viable bacteria & drug
susceptibility detection
Low sensitivity
inculturenegative EPTB,
expensive, cannot identify
viable bacteria
Invasive, atypical lesion in
HIV, required surgical
facility,sinus tract & fistula
formation
Specificity need evaluation

Table.2 Age wise distribution in of Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis detected in Body fluids
AGE IN YEARS
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
TOTAL

NUMBER OF
POSITIVE SAMPLE
3
2
4
3
9
4
2
27

PERCENTAGE
11.5 %
7%
15 %
11.5 %
33 %
15 %
7%
100 %

Table.3 Sex wise Distribution of Extra pulmonary Tuberculosis:
SEX
Male
Female
Total

NUMBER POSITIVE
SAMPLE
15
12
27

12

PERCENTAGE
55 %
45 %
100 %
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Table.4 Distribution of positive samples in body fluids
Specimen
Ascitic Fluid
Pericardial Fluid
Pleural Fluid
Cerebrospinal
Fluid
Total

Number of
Sample tested
104
10
137
25

Number of Positive
sample
10
1
8
8

Percentage

276

27

100 %

Fig.1

Fig.2

13
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4%
29 %
29 %
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Fig.3

But often factors like the modern work
culture, stressful work erratic life style
weakened the immune and trigger disease,
accounting for such high prevalence of Extra
Pulmonary Tuberculosis in high socio
economic status people groups.

of samples in Ziehl–Neelsen stain are 27.
Among 27 positive samples 15 are Males. In
27 positive samples 12 are Females. In this
study highest incidence of Extra Pulmonary
tuberculosis occurs in Males.
The Percentage of Ascitic Fluid in Positive
Samples is 38 %. Extra pulmonary
tuberculosis in body fluids has high incidence
in ascitic fluid. The Percentage of Pericardial
Fluid in Positive Samples is 4%. The
Percentage of Pleural Fluid in Positive
Samples is 29%.The Percentage of
Cerebrospinal Fluid in Positive Samples is
29%, So it is important to rule out
Tuberculous meningitis in all meningitis
Patients.

Importantly, we reveal the extent of diagnostic
challenges even in a well-resourced setting,
with only approximately half of cases being
microbiologically confirmed.
In this study Percentage of Positive rate for
Extra Pulmonary tuberculosis in body fluid is
10 %. This study is correlated with the study
of Resurgence of Extra Pulmonary
Tuberculosis by Dr. S. Bag.
In age wise distribution 0-10 years 3 samples
are positive. In 11-20 years 2 samples are
positive. In 21-30 years 4 samples are
positive. In 31-40 years 3 samples are
positive. In 41-50 years 9 samples are
positive.In51-60 year 4 samples are positive.
In 61-70 years 2 samples are positive. In this
study the highest incidence occurs in between
the age group 41-50. Total Number of tested
samples are 276. Among 276 positive number

In this study all samples screened by Ziehl–
Neelsen stain. For 2 samples Ziehl–Neelsen
stain and fluorescent stain are Positive.
CBNAAT and Ziehl–Neelsen stain is Positive
in 1 sample in Tuberculous meningitis.
Adenosine deaminase is elevated in 2 samples
in 27 Positive Samples. In 27 Positive
Samples 10 Patients haveHIV.8 Patients have
14
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diabetes mellitus. 6 Patients have High blood
pressure.

the millennium Development Goals and the
Stop TB Partnership targets, WHO has laid
out the following objectives:

In 27 Positive Samples 25 Patients are in
below poverty line.

Achieve universal access to high-quality care
for all people with TB

Like PTB, Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis also
remains a major health problem and carries an
important
role
in
epidemiology
of
Tuberculosis. Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis
involves economically poor status people and
sexually reproductive age group, thus
affecting the economy of the country.
Therefore all the efforts should be directed
towards early and prompt diagnosis of such
cases with the help of newer diagnostic tests
which are more sensitive and specific and
these facilities should be extended to the most
remote and resource poor areas of the county.

Reduce the human suffering and socio
economic burden associated with TB
Protect vulnerable population from
TB/HIV and multidrug resistant TB

TB,

Support development of new tools and enable
their timely and effective use
Protect and promote human rights in TB
prevention, care and control
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